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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a model for discovering 
frequent sequential patterns, phrases, which can be 
used as profile descriptors of documents. It is 
indubitable that we can obtain numerous phrases using 
data mining algorithms. However, it is difficult to use 
these phrases effectively for answering what users want.  
Therefore, we present a pattern taxonomy extraction 
model which performs the task of extracting descriptive 
frequent sequential patterns by pruning the meaningless 
ones. The model then is extended and tested by applying 
it to the information filtering system. The results of the 
experiment show that pattern-based methods 
outperform the keyword-based methods. The results 
also indicate that removal of meaningless patterns not 
only reduces the cost of computation but also improves 
the effectiveness of the system.   
1. Introduction 
Web mining, when looked upon in data mining terms, 
is to cluster, associate and analyze the information from 
the Web data sources. Due to the rapid growth of Web 
data and the increasing need of a more sensible and 
rational search system, Web mining has gained an 
important status in the data mining field.  
It is obvious that a Web mining system would be 
valuable once it is capable of quickly and accurately 
responding to the users’ needs. However, the process of 
mining useful patterns from a large size of Web 
database takes a long time. Furthermore, there is only a 
small amount of input data that are related to a certain 
user or a group of users. As a result, it is necessary to 
quickly filter out the most irrelevant data first, further 
process the filtered data and then return the most 
relevant documents that fit the users’ needs. According 
to this new methodology, a Web mining system will 
include two phases: filtering and sophisticated data 
processing. ‘Filtering’ is to filter out those most 
irrelevant documents which are retrieved from the 
search systems, and its aim is to speed up the process of 
text extraction. Whereas, the ‘sophisticated data 
processing’ phase is to overcome the problem of 
mismatch by adopting diverse mining techniques in 
order to achieve the effectiveness of a Web mining 
system.  
Many term-based filtering models have been 
presented before (see [6] [16] [13] [19]). In this paper, 
we mainly discuss the phase of sophisticated data 
processing. We put the emphasis on the improvement of 
accuracy of a Web mining system, which means the 
relevance of the retrieved documents to the users’ needs 
is much more concerned. Different from the filtering 
phase which is based on ‘term’ or ‘keyword’, the phase 
of ‘sophisticated data processing’ has utilized a sort of 
sequential patterns, called phrases, to do the text 
processing. 
Association mining has been used in Web text 
mining, which refers to the process of searching through 
unstructured data on the Web and deriving meanings 
from it [8] [11]. The main purposes of text mining 
include association discovery, trends discovery, and 
event discovery [5]. The association between a set of 
keywords and a predefined category (e.g., a term) can 
be described as an association rule. The trends 
discovery means the discovery of phrases, a sort of 
sequential association rules. The event discovery is the 
identification of stories in continuous news steams. 
Usually clustering based mining techniques are used for 
such purpose. It is also necessary to combine 
association rule mining with the existing taxonomies in 
order to determine useful patterns [7] [4].  
Another worth-mentioned issue is that comparing to 
probabilistic models, data mining-based Web mining 
models do not use the term independent assumption [3] 
[14].  In addition, Web mining models try to discover 
some unexpected useful data [15] [5]. It is not very 
difficult for the discovery of phrases from documents if 
we view each paragraph as a transaction. The problem, 
we especially concern in this paper, is how to represent 
the relationships between phrases in order to use the 
phrase effectively. One interesting method for this 
problem is to use a document index graph (DIG) [10], 
where each node is a unique word, and each edge is a 
two adjacent nodes which appear successive in a 
document. The drawback of this method is that a DIG 
may index some nonsense phrases.  
In this research we use sequential patterns [1] to 
represent phrases. In order to create correct phrase 
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taxonomy for representation of discovered knowledge, 
we introduce a concept for describing the relation 
between discovered phrases, which is similar to the 
notion of closed sequential patterns [23] [24]. A 
frequent sequential pattern mining algorithm is then 
presented and experiments are also conducted in order 
to evaluate our results.  
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: the 
problem formulation is stated in Section 2. Followed is 
the description of the pattern taxonomy model in 
Section 3. Then in Section 4, the results of experiment 
are evaluated. We finally conclude and summarize this 
study in Section 5. 
2. Problem formulation 
Instead of the keyword-based concept used in the 
traditional document representation model, the pattern-
based model containing frequent sequential patterns 
(single term or multiple terms) is used to perform the 
same concept of task. This section will define the basic 
problem of mining sequential pattern in text documents.  
2.1. Basic definition 
The basic definition of sequences used in this study 
is described as follows. Let T = {t1, t2, …, tk} be a set of 
all terms, which can be viewed as keywords in text 
datasets. A sequence S = s1, s2,…, sn (si  T) is an 
ordered list of terms. A sequence  = a1, a2,…, an is a 
sub-sequence of another sequence  = b1, b2,…, bm,
denoted by   , if there exist integers 1  i1 < i2 < … 
< in  m, such that a1  bi1, a2  bi2,…, an  bin. The 
sequence  is a proper sub-sequence of  if    but 
≠ , denoted by    . For instance, sequence A, C is 
a sub-sequence of sequences A, B, C. However, B,
A is not a sub-sequence of A, B, C since the order of 
terms is considered. In addition, we also can say 
sequence A, B, C is a super-sequence of A, C. The 
problem of mining sequential patterns is to find the 
complete set of sub-sequences from a set of sequences 
whose support is greater than a user predefined 
threshold, min_sup.
Definition 2.1 (absolute and relative support) Given a 
document d = {S1, S2,…, Sn}, where Si is a sequence 
representing a paragraph in d. Let P be a sequence. We 
call P a sequential pattern of d if there is a Si ∈d such 
that P  Si . The absolute support of P, denoted as 
suppa(P) = |{ S | S  d ∧ P  S }|, is the number of 
occurrences of P in d. The relative support of P is the 
fraction of paragraphs that contain P in document d,
denoted as suppr(P) = suppa(P) / | d |.  
For example, the sequential pattern P = A, B, C in 
the sample database (Table 1) has suppa(P) = 2 and 
suppr(P) = 0.5 for the document in Table 1. 
Table 1.  Sequences in a document 
Paragraph ID Sequence 
1 < A, B, C, D > 
2 < B, D, E, C > 
3 < C, F, A > 
4 < E, A, B, G, C > 
Definition 2.2 (frequent sequential patterns) A 
sequential pattern P is called frequent sequential 
pattern if suppr(p) is greater than or equal to a 
minimum support (min_sup) .
For example, let min_sup  = 0.75 for the document 
shown in Table 1; we can obtain four frequent 
sequential patterns: B, C, A, B, and C since their 
relative supports are not less than .
The purpose of using min_sup in our model is to 
reduce the number of patterns discovered in a large 
document.  Otherwise these patterns with lower relative 
support will increase the burden of the training.  
Removing less significant patterns will save much 
computation time without affecting the performance 
very much. An example is given in Section 5 (see Table 
2) to show that only a small amount of frequent 
sequential patterns left after using min_sup.
Definition 2.3 (maximum sequential patterns) A 
frequent sequential pattern P is a maximal sequential 
pattern if there exists no frequent sequential pattern P′
such that P   P′ and suppa(P) = suppa(P′ ).
For instance, the nodes in Figure 1 represent 
sequential patterns extracted from Table 1. Only the 
patterns within the dash-line borders are maximum 
sequential patterns if min_sup  = 0.50. 
Definition 2.4 (nTerms pattern) The length of 
sequential pattern P, denoted as len(P), indicates the 
number of words (or terms) contained in P. A sequential 
pattern which contains n terms can be denoted in short 
as nTerms pattern.
For instance, given pattern P = B, C, we have len(P)
= 2,  and P is a 2Terms pattern. Although a sequential 
pattern consists of several terms (words), 1Term pattern 
is a sort of special nTerms pattern in this study. 
In this research, we concentrate on applying data 
mining techniques on the area of Web mining. We 
discover frequent sequential patterns from a text 
document collection (a training set) and generate a 
pattern taxonomy model (PTM), which illustrates the 
relationship between patterns. The details of PTM are 
described in Section 3. We then utilize the knowledge 
extracted from pattern taxonomy to replace the concept 
used in keyword-based document representation model.  
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3. Pattern taxonomy model 
In this paper, we present a new pattern-based model 
PTM (Pattern Taxonomy Model) for the representation 
of text documents. Pattern taxonomy is a tree-like 
structure that illustrates the relationship between 
patterns extracted from a text collection. An example of 
pattern taxonomy is shown in Figure 1. The arrow in 
this figure indicates the sub-sequence relation between 
patterns. For example, pattern A, B is a sub-sequence 
of pattern A, B, C, and pattern B is a sub-sequence 
of pattern B, C. The root of the tree in the bottom 
level represents one of the longest patterns (i.e., 
maximum sequential patterns). Once the tree is 
constructed, we can easily find the relationship between 
patterns. The next step is to prune the meaningless 
patterns in the pattern taxonomy. 
Definition 3.1 (closed relation) A frequent sequential 
pattern P1 is a closed pattern of P2 if P2 is a frequent 
sequential pattern, P1 P2 , and suppa(P1) – suppa (P2)
= 0. 
The objective of pruning phase is to eliminate the 
meaningless patterns. As can be seen in the Figure 1, 
pattern A, B is a closed pattern of A, B, C. That 
means they always appear in the same paragraph. 
Therefore, the shorter one (i.e., pattern <A, B>) is
negligible and is considered as a meaningless pattern. 
We keep the longer one since it is more meaningful and 
carry more information than the shorter one. Thus, after 
the pruning phase, only the significant patterns remain 
in the pattern taxonomy. An example is given in Section 
5 (see Table 2, the last column) to show the number of 
frequent sequential patterns left after applying pruning 
scheme. 
Figure 1. Partial pattern taxonomy for the 
sample database, those patterns within the 
dash-line borders are representative 
The “pattern” used as a word or phrase in this paper 
is extracted from the text documents. The algorithm that 
performs the extraction of frequent sequential patterns is 
shown in Algorithm 3.1. Two parameters are needed for 
the method ‘SPMining’. The first parameter PL is a list 
of nTerms frequent sequential patterns, which are 
generated from its previous recursions. The second 
parameter is min_sup, the predefined minimum relative 
support. Since the algorithm is a recursive function, the 
initial value of PL is the 1Term frequent patterns. For 
example, {A, B, C, D, E} is the initial value of 
the parameter PL for the set of sequences in Table 1.  
Once obtaining the parameter PL from either the 
initial value or the previous recursions, we then get into 
the pruning step in the algorithm. The aim of this step is 
to eliminate the meaningless patterns using the closed 
relation. As shown in Figure 2, the patterns B, D, E,
A, B, and A, C are pruned since all of them are 
closed patterns of their super-patterns (fathers). For 
instance, pattern B has four of super-patterns and there 
exists pattern B, C whose support is the same as 
pattern B’s. The dash-line arrows in Figure 2 indicate 
that the linked patterns have the closed relation.  
The followings are the definitions of two operations 
used in the algorithm: sequence extension and p-
projected database. 
Figure 2.  Illustration of pruning meaningless 
patterns 
Definition 3.2 (sequence extension) Given a term t and 
a sequence S, the sequence extension of S with term t
simply appends t to S and generates a sequence S′,
denoted as S′ = St.
For instance, the sequence extension of A, C with 
term B is sequence A, C, B.
Definition 3.3 (p-projected database) Given a pattern p,
a p-projected database contains a set of sequences 
made of postfixes of p.
For example, in the sample database in Table 1, let p
be A, the p-projected database will be {B, C, D, ,
, B, G, C}. If p does not appear in a paragraph or the 
last term of p locates at the end of a paragraph, an 
empty sequence will be generated in the database. 






< A, B >2
< A, C >2
< B, C >3
< B, D >2
< E, C >2
(A): (B): (E):
< A, B, C >2 Pruning
< A >3 < B >3 < A >3 < C >4 < B >3 < C >4
< A, B >2 < A, C >2 < B, C >3
< A, B, C >2
sub-sequence
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Algorithm 3.1: SPMining(PL, min_sup)
Input: the list of nTerms frequent sequential patterns 
PL; The minimum support threshold min_sup. (Notice:
in the beginning, SP is the set of 1Terms frequent 
sequential patterns.) 
Output: a set of frequent sequential patterns SP.
Method:
1) SP = SP – {Pa SP | Pb PL such that
len (Pa) = len( Pb) -1 ∧ Pa  Pb ∧
        suppa(Pa) = suppa(Pb) }  /* pruning */ 
2) SP  SP  PL    /* add found patterns */ 
3) PL′ {}   /* PL′ : set of (n+1)Terms
frequent sequential patterns */ 
4) foreach pattern p in PL do begin 
5)     generate p-projected database PD
6) foreach frequent term t in PD do begin
7) P′  p t   /* P′ : set of (n+1)Terms
                                         sequential candidates */ 
8) if suppr(P′ ) ≥ min_sup then
9) PL′  PL′ P′
10) end if 
11) end for 
12) end for 
13) if  |PL′ | = 0 then
14) return   /* no more patterns found */
15) else 
16) call SPMining(PL′, min_sup)
17) end if 
18) output frequent sequential patterns in SP
After pruning, the nTerms frequent sequential 
patterns found from the previous recursion are stored 
(step 2 in Algorithm 3.1) and then the algorithm starts to 
mine for the (n+1)Terms patterns (step 3-12) from the 
projected database. If the relative supports of the 
(n+1)Terms patterns are greater than or equal to 
min_sup, we will store those patterns (i.e., frequent 
(n+1)Terms patterns). We repeat SPMining recursively 
if there exists at least one frequent (n+1)Terms pattern 
and pass them as the value of the first parameter; 
otherwise, the program returns. As a result, the output of 
the algorithm is the set of the frequent maximum 
sequential patterns. We can then simply skip the step 1 
in the algorithm to find all the frequent sequential 
patterns without pruning.  
SPMining adopts the concept of projected database 
method for extracting frequent sequential patterns from 
a document. The main difference between SPMining 
and others [17] [23], which adopt the same concept, is 
that SPMining deals with several sequences at a time, 
whereas others only handle one sequence at a time. 
4. Application 
For the testing purpose, we apply the PTM on the 
user profile filtering task, which has mentioned in 
Section 1. For each topic, the system aims to filter out 
non-relevant incoming documents according to the user 
profiles. The system extracts knowledge from a training 
set for the user profiles, which consist of both relevant 
documents and irrelevant documents. Before starting to 
mine for patterns, data preprocessing is necessary in 
order to improve the efficiency. Removing stopwords 
and term stemming are adopted according to a given list 
of stop words and the Porter Stemming algorithm [18]. 
Feature selection is based on the term’s tf*idf (please 
see details in Section 5) value. There are two phases in 
the application, i.e. training and testing phases. The task 
of training phase is to find all frequent sequential 
patterns from entire training set and prune meaningless 
patterns using PTM for a certain topic. Once the 
patterns, which represent the user profiles (or topic), are 
obtained using PTM from the training set, a feature 
vector (i.e., centroid) is used to hold the representation 
of the context of the topic, which consists of 
representative patterns extracted from the training set. 
Given a discovered pattern P, the value of pattern P in 













where da and db denote the documents, D denotes the 
training set, and Drel ⊆ D denotes the set of relevant 
documents in D. Once the centroid for a topic is 
obtained, we can test the system in the testing phase to 
find the most relevant documents related to the topic 
from the test set by ranking each of them. The higher 
the positions of the ranked documents, the more 
relevant they are with respect to the topic. We use a 
simple way to estimate the similarity between a test 
document and a centroid by summing the weights of 
patterns which appear in the document.   
5. Experimental evaluation 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the pattern-
based method proposed in this paper, we present the 
experimental results of using the pattern-based method 
in comparison with the keyword-based method. For 
keyword-based method, we elected to use two popular 
information retrieval techniques for calculation of term 
weights: tf*idf (Term Frequency Inverse Document 
Frequency) and Pr (Probabilistic) schema.   
The definition of tf*idf is described as follows. Let 
Drel be a set of relevant documents, Drel = {d1, d2,…,dn}
(di  D), which contains documents with positive 
judgment from a training set of a certain topic (i.e., 
these documents are relevant to the topic). The term 
frequency TF(d, t) is the number of times term (word) t
occurs in document d (d  Drel) and the document 
frequency DF(t) is the number of documents in which 
term t occurs at least once. The inverse document 
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frequency IDF(t) is denoted by log ( | D | / DF(t) ), 
which scores low if term t occurs in many documents 
and scores high if it occurs in few documents. The 
weight of a term t then can be represented by tf*idf
value which is calculated as W(t) = TF(d, t) ⋅ IDF(t).
Pr [9] is another scheme we chose for keyword-
based method. Given a term t, the weight of t is 












where N is the total number of documents in the training 
set, R is the number of relevant documents, n is the 
number of documents which contain t, and r is the 
number of relevant documents which contain t (see [9]).   
The following methods are used in our experiment: 
• tfidf : the keyword-based model which using 
tf*idf scheme to calculate term weights
• Pr: another keyword-based model which using 
keywords to represent the profile of documents
• PTM-1: PTM model with min_sup = 0.2
• PTM-2: PTM model with min_sup = 0.2 and 
with pruning
5.1. Real world datasets 
In an attempt to evaluate our algorithm, TREC (Text 
Retrieval Conference) data collection1 was used as the 
benchmarks. The version of this data collection we 
chose is Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1) 2 , which 
includes 806,791 news stories. The English language 
stories are produced by Rueters journalists for the 
period between 20 August 1996 and 19 August 1997.
These documents are formatted using a consistent XML 
schema.  
TREC has developed and provided 100 topics for the 
filtering track aiming at building a robust filtering 
system [20]. The first 50 were composed by human 
researchers and the rest by intersecting two Reuters 
topic categories. Each topic is divided into two sets - 
training and test, and the relevance judgments have also 
been given for each topic. The training set has a total 
amount of 5,127 news stories with dates up to and 
including 30 September 1996 and the test set contains 
37,556 news stories from the rest of news of the 
collection. As mentioned above, stories in both sets are 
assigned to either positive or negative. ‘Positive’ means 
the story is relevant to the assigned topic; otherwise 
‘negative’ will be shown. We chose ten topics (topic 
110, 120,…, 200) for our evaluation. Table 2 shows the 





5.2. Results evaluation 
The measures used for evaluating experimental 
results are precision/recall (P/R) breakeven points and 
the precision of top-20 returned documents. The 
precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are 
relevant to the topic, and the recall is the fraction of 
relevant documents that have been retrieved. These two 










where TP (true positives) is the number of documents 
the system correctly identifies as positives; FP (false 
positives) is the number of documents the system falsely 
identifies as positives; FN (false negatives) is the 
number of relevant documents the system fails to 
identify.  
Table 2. Number of patterns for ten topics with 
different constraints applied in the test set 
# frequent sequential patterns
Topic # docs 
 = 0  = 0.2  = 0.2 &pruning 
110 491 9,977 5,784 5,252 
120 415 5,395 3,933 2,959 
130 307 4,128 1,948 1,845 
140 432 16,688 4,007 3,227 
150 371 8,492 5,022 3,646 
160 199 4,032 2,060 1,929 
170 507 12,239 6,649 4,745 
180 426 26,098 2,023 1,794 
190 337 4,382 2,780 2,085 
200 277 3,227 1,996 1,251 
Total 3,762 94,658 36,202 28,733 
Avg. P/R 0.409 0.406 0.443 
(where  is a min_sup)
Therefore, the higher the figures of both precision 
and recall curves, the more effective the system is. The 
P/R breakeven point indicates the value at which 
precision equals recall. The larger the measure scores, 
the better the system performs. The precision of top-K
returned documents is another important measure, 
which refers to the relative value of relevant documents 
in the first K returned document.  
The results of P/R breakeven point of ten topics are 
listed in Table 2, which shows that the improvement is 
achieved by using PTM with pruning. As the min_sup 
increases, the average value of P/R breakeven point of 
ten topics reduces slightly from 0.409 to 0.406. This 
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means that the effects of these pruned patterns are not 
significant since their supports are relatively smaller 
than the remained patterns. The performance is 
obviously enhanced by applying the pruning scheme as 
we can see the measure of P/R breakeven value 
increased from 0.406 to 0.443. This is caused by the 
fact that the noises of meaningless patterns are reduced 
as they are pruned. By using combination of min_sup
and pruning scheme as constraints, we can not only save 
computation time but also improve the accuracy. 
Table 3 shows the precision of top-20 returned 
documents on each topic. It is obvious that the PTM-2
outperforms other three models as far as the average 
P/R breakeven point concerned. However, the measure 
of PTM-1 is even lower than the result of the keyword-
based model Pr. The reason is that the ‘overfitting’,
caused by the meaningless patterns of PTM-1,
influences the effectiveness of the system. Thus, in 
order to enhance the performance, the pruning scheme 
is required to be a part of the pattern-based models. 
Table 3. Precision/Recall breakeven point for 
the ten topics 
  Topic tfidf Pr PTM-1 PTM-2  
  110 0.161 0.226 0.419 0.548  
  120 0.519 0.494 0.570 0.551  
  130 0.063 0.063 0.063 0.313  
  140 0.328 0.388 0.373 0.284  
  150 0.130 0.222 0.111 0.167  
  160 0.796 0.815 0.759 0.778  
  170 0.411 0.384 0.493 0.397  
  180 0.569 0.611 0.472 0.486  
  190 0.494 0.553 0.529 0.588  
  200 0.314 0.372 0.267 0.314  
  Avg. 0.379 0.413 0.406 0.443  
The comparison of average precision of top-20 on 
ten topics is listed in Table 4. The measures of 
keyword-based models (tfidf and pr) are around the 
number of 0.4. Whereas the figures of pattern-based 
models (PTM-1 and PTM-2) are obviously increased to 
be over 0.5. This implies that both PTM models 
improve the precision of the top returned documents.  
Table 4. Average precision of top20 ranked 
documents on the ten topics 
  tfidf Pr PTM-1 PTM-2  
  Avg. 0.400 0.406 0.505 0.515  
Figure 3 illustrates the effect of introducing the 
pattern-based methods on the P/R curves on the topic 
110, which can represent the trend of all topics. In 
Figure 3, as the PTM models are applied, their P/R
curves lift up and indicate the improvement of 
performance made by the PTM models.  
6. Related work and conclusion
Mining sequential patterns has been extensively studied 
in data mining community since the first research work 
in [1]. The earlier studies which focused on the large 
size of retail datasets have developed several Apriori-
like algorithms in order to solve the problem of 
discovering sequential patterns from such databases. 
However, the Apriori-like algorithms only perform well 
in databases consisting of short frequent sequences [17]. 
This is caused by the fact that it is quite time-consuming 
to generate nTerms sequences candidates from (n-
1)Terms sequences. As a result, in order to solve the 
disadvantage of Apriori-like algorithms [1], a variety of 
algorithms such as PrefixSpan [17], SPADE [25], 
SLPMiner [22] and GST [12] have been proposed. In 
order to improve the efficiency, each algorithm pursues 
a different method of discovering frequent sequential 
patterns, which makes them featured by the capability of 
mining such patterns without even generating any 
candidates. 
With respect to the representation of the content of 
documents, some research works have used phrases 
rather than individual words [21]. However, the 
effectiveness of the text mining systems was not 
improved very much. The likely reason is that, a phrase-
based method has “lower consistency of assignment and 
lower document frequency for terms” [21]. Hence, in 
this paper, we present a novel concept for mining text 
documents for sequential patterns. Instead of using 
single words, we use pattern-based taxonomy to 
represent documents. By pruning meaningless patterns, 
which have been proven to be the source of the ‘noise’ 
in this study, the problem of ‘overfitting’ is solved and 
the experimental results which show the encouraging 





















Figure 3. Precision/Recall curves on Topic110 
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Some future research works can be conducted based 
on the results of this research. To improve the accuracy, 
one major direction is to extract and use the interesting 
information from negative or unlabeled documents. The 
weighting scheme of discovered patterns can then be 
optimized.  
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